Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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MAJOR LEAGUE STATS:
When the major league teams had broken spring training and were coming north, I had occasion
to comment about those who would move up in the career standings regarding homeruns. Now I
would like to look at lifetime batting averages.
When a starting pitcher is limited to 118 pitches, or there about, and relief pitchers are trained
from the cradle, lifetime batting averages in the 21st Century seldom, if ever, reach the plateau of
years gone by. Breaking into the top 20 is a real achievement.
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Power hitters are also of a disadvantage. Only Williams, Ruth and Gehrig are in the top 20 for
lifetime batting averages and only Ruth and Williams, of the three are in the top 20 homerun
hitters.
Albert Pujols is making a splendid effort and ranks 25th and Ichiro Suzuki ranks 22nd with a .329
and .331 lifetime average.
All this shows just how special Miguel Cabrerea is.
To be ranked in a category that is not absolute, such as homeruns, one measures lifetime
averages on the basis of a minimum of 5000 at bats. Miguel has 4,577 and will probably pass
5000 this year. He is currently sporting a .352 yearly average and a lifetime average of .314.
This would rank him in 58th place among all the people who have ever played baseball. That‟s
pretty special. Of similar active players we have Todd Helton who has 336 lifetime homeruns
and a lifetime batting average of .324. His batting average is still well above the average first
baseman despite the fact that he‟s 38 years old and he also been blessed to play only for one
team, the Colorado Rockies, which shows his value to them. Also, only one day this year did his
average drop below .300 and that was to .299.
Have you noticed that all the local commentators who demanded that Miguel Cabrerea go to
Betty Ford are silent? These self proclaimed conscious‟s of propriety would not only have
robbed us of Miguel Cabrerea, Babe Ruth and Mickey Mantle, but the man, never to have made
an out in baseball; the midget, Eddie Gaedel.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files: Appointment of Conservator
Standard of Review
Although one might review this matter with the words res ipsa loquiter, it raises some important
points.
Appellant was removed as conservator because of misfeasance.
(Query: Under the
circumstances she deserved no status in the title and should have only been referred to as Ella
Louise Simmons.) Eric Braverman became successor conservator. Eric resigned and sought to
appoint Les Braverman. Appellant sought back in (one really wonders why – or does one?)
Appellant brought forth two things in her favor, priority and the Ward‟s desideratum. Appellant,
in the Lower Court, argued the inapplicability of MCL 700.5106 (2); saying that a professional
fiduciary should not be appointed if there was a family member who was willing to serve. The
Ward was a Veterans Administration (“VA”) recipient. The VA representative testified that
Appellant‟s past performance gave them pause. The Probate Court appointed Les and the Court
of Appeals affirmed.
The portion of EPIC, MCL 700.5106 (2), dealing with professional
conservator, says in pertinent part:
“If the court finds the professional conservatorship should be
appointed:
If the court finds on the record all of the following:
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(b)

There is no other suitable person that is competent, suitable
and willing to serve in the fiduciary capacity in accordance
with section 5212, 5313 or 5409.”

The Court of Appeals could have merely stressed the word all and read the commas in section
(b) to be cumulative and found the person not competent or suitable based on prior removal. The
Court of Appeals, however, gave a more thorough analysis and went beyond a question of
statutory interpretation fitting the facts to the law.
They said:
“The probate court‟s selection of a conservator is reviewed for an
abuse of discretion. In re Williams Estate, 133 Mich App 1,11;
349 NW 2d 247 (1984). The court abuses its discretion when its
decision results in an outcome falling outside the range of
principled outcomes. Maldonado v Ford Motor Co, 476 Mich 372,
388; 719 NW2d 809 (2006). The probate court‟s factual findings
are reviewed for clear error but questions of law are reviewed de
novo. In re Temple Marital Trust, 278 Mich App 122, 128, 748
NW2d 265 (2008). A find is „clearly erroneous‟ when, although
there is evidence to support it, the reviewing court, on the entire
evidence, is left with the firm and definite conviction that a
mistake has been committed.” In re Powell Estate, 160 Mich App
704, 710; 408 NW2d 525 (1987) (citations omitted).”
First, that is a good summary.
Second, without determining that the Appellant was unsuitable or incompetent the Court of
Appeals is basically saying it is not an abuse of discretion to use the past history of the Appellant
in determining her suitability. The Court of Appeals is, therefore, looking at this as a matter of
fact rather than a matter of law. Her removal didn‟t bar her, her past actions, which led to her
removal, made her unsuitable.
The Court of Appeals does not mention the allegation of Appellant that the Ward wanted her to
be her conservator, but one could see, under many circumstances not present here that this would
be more of a determining factor.
As the annotator has said many times history is not only something in the past, but something
that seems to follow you forward.
The unfortunate thing is that third party payers still recognize the status of a family member,
even one determined to have committed some financial abuse who has been removed as a
conservator. The annotator comes across this many times and to those third parties, the decisions
of the Probate Court are not only not binding, but to them of little import. This is a shame.
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